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SVS UN IF OR M P RO G R A M
Our Uniform Program is so successful because we help our customers choose the perfect uniform pieces
for their programs. We ensure that these well-designed, workwear branded apparel choices not only give
you the professional image you want, but they will stand up to the needs of each employee’s daily wear.
We take into consideration the durability, fit, style, comfort and pricing for each piece while maximizing
your companies’ brand awareness and initiatives. From snag resistant polos, for those in the automotive,
landscape, industrial and moving industries to crisp button-down dress shirts and slacks for those in the
restaurant, hospitality, financial, real estate and insurance markets. We help to customize your specific
uniform program with creative and trend setting decoration methods.
We also help our customers create client e-stores and facilitate the warehousing of each program here in
our 40,000 square foot warehouse.

S TYLE & C O L O UR

DEC ORATIONS

Our Perfect Fit Programs provide the perfect solution for

We offer our customers a variety of high-quality

your program needs. Our goal is to enhance your brand

imprinting methods to extend your brand with trend

and create a complete on brand program with universal

setting apparel. Each has its own unique look and we can

pieces that will work all year long. This means specifically

help you can select the one that best showcases your

selecting garments based on your brand’s style, colours,

brand. Our expertise in decorating allows you to have fun

price and popularity. We take into account the means in

with your logo by combining multiple methods and

which the program pieces are worn and provide options

multiple locations on the same garment - for maximum

for layering for all of our four seasons. Layering pieces

creativity and brand exposure. Choose the decoration

such as a simple fleece or knit can instantly transform a

method, whether it is embroidery, laser, deboss,

uniform into one for cooler temperatures. We make sure

embroidery, heat transfer or direct to garment, and boast

the items chosen reflect your image, brand and style!

pride in your apparel.
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HOS PI TAL ITY

TRA DE S

FRONT DESK
RESTAURANT & SERVICE
HOSTESS & SERVERS
KITCHEN STAFF
MAINTENANCE STAFF

AUTOMOTIVE
WAREHOUSE
LANDSCAPING
CONSTRUCTION
TECHNICIANS
INDUSTRIAL

B U S INESS

RE C RE ATIONA L

FINANCE & CORPORATE
BANKS & INSURANCE
EDUCATION
DENTAL & MEDICAL
REAL ESTATE
SALES & DEALERSHIPS

TEAMS & SPORTS
CAMPS & SCHOOLS
UNIVERSITIES & COLLEGES
CHARITIES & VOLUNTEERS
INSTRUCTORS
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WEARABLES MARKETING. Well designed workwear uniforms also help market your brand as employees
also become "walking billboards," promoting a company's pride, products and services.
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PROMOTE COMPANY PRIDE. Work uniforms help instill a sense of pride and responsibility and can
convert employees into "brand ambassadors" outside the actual workplace. It also helps differentiate you
from your competition and let’s your customers immediately identify company representatives.
NAVY

CHARCOAL
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TEAM SPIRIT. Work uniforms promote a sense of team spirit and belonging. This, in turn, can improve worker
productivity. Employers who provide uniforms to employees also help to save employees time and money for
work related clothing.
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POLO

SINGLET

TEE

JACKET

BAG

COMPANY IDENTITY. Your custom uniform should identify,
complement and showcase your brand. Layering your choice
of wearable and accessories with company colours and style is
another great way to carry your brand through the changing
seasons or specific work areas and job sites.

